
Here are some dos for writing an impressive cover letter.   

 Create the cover letter on your institutional letterhead. It will help establish your 

professionalism and credibility. 

 Address the letter to a specific editor or contact person, as specified by the 

journal. 

 Begin by mentioning the manuscript title, and the type of article you are 

submitting it as (original article, case report, etc.). 

 Mention the authors’ names, especially if you and/or your coauthors are 

prominent names in your field of study. 

 In a line or two, provide a summary of your aims and results. 

 Then describe the unique selling point of the manuscript: how it contributes to 

the literature; the significance of the results in the concerned field of study. 

 Mention why you consider the concerned journal the most appropriate for 

publishing your manuscript and why the journal’s readers will find it interesting. 

 Mention that the manuscript has not been submitted or published elsewhere in 

part or whole, that all the authors have read the manuscript and agree on its 

contents, and that you have followed all required ethical guidelines and received 

approval from the relevant ethical board/committee. 

 Fully disclose any conflicts of interest that might exist. 

 Recommend peer reviewers if the journal requires this. 

 Thank the editor for his/her time and consideration of your manuscript. 

 Provide the corresponding author’s contact details, including an e-mail address 

and telephone number. 

 Maintain a polite and formal tone and a brief but accurate style. 

Things you should NOT do when writing a cover letter 

 Make claims regarding any previously published work without providing evidence 

or a citation. 

 Provide personal information or details that are irrelevant to the submission. 

 List your or your coauthors’ previous publications, unless their content is directly 

relevant to that of the manuscript in question. 

 Provide details of your study that can be found in the manuscript and do not 

directly contribute to the significance of your work. 

 Copy and paste statements directly from your abstract or manuscript text. 

 Use complex, rambling sentences that may be confusing. 

 Praise your own previous work or make references to your academic prestige. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COVER LETTER TEMPLATE 

 

Dear Dr./Ms./Mr. [insert the editor’s name], 

I would like to request you to consider the attached manuscript entitled [insert manuscript title] for 

publication in [insert the journal’s name] as an original article. 

While many studies have investigated the [briefly describe the existing state of knowledge on the 

subject], I have not come across a paper that deals with [the subject/theme/topic of your study]. We 

conducted [brief description of methods] and came up with [give a brief overview of results]. I feel 

that [why your research is important and what future direction it might offer]. 

I believe that the findings of this study are relevant to the scope of your journal and will be of 

interest to its readership. I have provided tables summarizing the findings. If required, the entire 

data can be made available as supplementary information [optional/only if applicable]. Do let me 

know if you wish to have a look at them. 

This manuscript has not been published or presented elsewhere in part or in entirety, and is not 

under consideration by another journal. There are no conflicts of interest to declare. [Alternatively, if 

you have conflicts of interest, you should mention them here]. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

 

[Your name] 


